
Introduction

Gloco aims to be the first and best Christian metaverse ecosystem that will be a global
hub of church activity, conferences, commerce, business and interaction.

According to a recent study by Gordon Conwell Theological Seminary, the Christian
church stands around 2.54 trillion strong out of 7.9 billion, about 32% of the entire world
population.1 Therefore, about a third of the planet is an untapped market that will allow
the Christian faith to grow in a way that it never has before, in a virtual metaverse space
that could stretch across borders, cultures, races, tribes, languages, geographies and
nationalities. The church has traditionally been very slow to respond in terms of
socioeconomic, cultural and macroeconomic historical changes. Much of CCM (Christian
contemporary music) that started in the 90’s and continues today is a titration of what
happened with the rock n’ roll movement that preceded it decades before. This doesn’t
have to be the case with the metaverse. The church doesn’t have to wait decades to
become involved with innovation in the cryptocurrency and metaverse space. In this
kairos moment, the church can become involved within the metaverse while it is still in
it’s nascent form of development and start innovating in it’s own way.

The church has historically been limited to mainly physical interactions and of course,
nothing can replace in-person interactions. However, Zoom and YouTube have allowed
for expanded virtual church dynamics and greater global reach. Major churches have
realized they can reach more people through virtual platforms than they ever could
within the four walls of a church building. In a similar fashion, the Gloco metaverse will
also allow for the church to interact with itself and with the world in a whole new way.

Gloco plans to hold the very first metaverse conferences for a church context. Now
people from all over the world will be able to interact with other believers and even major
Christian leaders from around the world on a virtual platform. Imagine being able to
interact with Bishop T.D. Jakes or Pastor Bill Johnson on a personal level in the
metaverse. This couldn’t happen in the real world due to security issues and red tape
that naturally occurs in a real-world context, but in a virtual metaverse space, these
personal interactions are now possible even with major Christian leaders.

1https://goodfaithmedia.org/christian-percentage-of-global-population-to-increase/#:~:text=Among%20the
%20religiously%20affiliated%2C%20Christians,(more%20than%201.07%20billion).



Roadmap

There are big plans for Gloco, but they will be deployed in multiple stages.

Phase 0 - Gen-0 Mints (WL event) + Discord, Twitter organic marketing

Phase 1 - Gen-1 Mints + YT Marketing

Phase 2 - Play2Earn Church Game with dual-token tokenomics, setting up VC pitch deck

Phase 3 - Venture Capital Funding + Metaverse Creation, setting partnerships with major
Christian networks/churches, pre-launch real estate title deed sales

Phase 4 - Metaverse Launch, post-launch real estate sales, marketing to major city
churches and smaller local churches, start of first Christian metaverse conferences,
church meetings, small group meetings

Phase 5 - Planning and launch of annual Gloco Metaverse + Marketplace Conferences
with major church leaders, Christian television networks and Christian/Crypto Influencers

Phase 6 - Partnerships with other Metaverse Ecosystems. We will set up collaborative
partnerships with other metaverse ecosystems on Solana and possibly even cross-chain.
We will purchase prime real estate in other metaverse ecosystems, where participants
that visit our real estate will have special benefits in the Gloco metaverse.

Phase 7 - Mass Marketing + Secular Partnerships + Mainstream Adoption. We will begin
mass marketing on mainstream platforms in the form of YT/television interviews, ads and
partnerships with major secular brands in the form of real estate and advertising.

Pastoral NFT's

For the first stage of NFT’s, we will release a Gen-0 NFT collection that will comprise of 7
pastors that have agreed to have their profiles expressed on our initial NFT collection.
There will only be 777 Gen-0 nft's. The Gen-0 NFT’s will have special utility in the
metaverse and in the upcoming play to earn Church Game.

In the future, we hope to connect with more pastors to have their profiles expressed on
future Gloco NFT collections. Pastors that mint with us will be able to market themselves
and their church brand in the crypto and metaverse space.



Play-to-Earn Church Game
The p2e game will consist of tokenomics similar to recent p2e games like Pizza Game
and Hot Dog game. The game itself will be Christian themed but open for anyone to play.

After the Gen-0 mint, there will be an initial mint of 10k Gen-1 NFT's purchasable in Solana
and additional 40k Gen-1 NFT’s purchasable in Glory coin. The Glory coins used to
purchase pastoral NFT’s will be burned to keep the token deflationary. The game will
begin with a dual token system. After the mint sells out. We will list it on Magiceden,
Solanart and other major NFT exchanges on the Solana network. However, we will also
implement our own NFT marketplace where Gloco NFT’s can only be sold using Glory
coin, which will increase buying pressure on the price of Glory coin. All Glory coins spent
in the Gloco NFT marketplace will be burned to keep Glory coin deflationary.

The primary coin in Church Game will be Glory coin, and it will be generated by staked
NFTs from the Gen-0 and Gen-1 collections. The Gen-0 NFTs will generate 3x as many
Glory coins as the Gen-1's. The secondary coin will be Prayer coin which will be used for
upgrades in the game.

Each player in the game will start out with a church that can initially hold ten pastors. A
certain amount of Glory coin and Prayer coin will need to be burned in order to unlock
the next level of upgrades to a church, including expanding the size of a church,
increasing a pastor's spiritual armor, mission field experience, seminary training, gifts of
the spirit and so on.

The Glory coin generated in Church Game can be reinvested in the game for upgrades,
sold on an exchange or staked and held for future utility in the Gloco Metaverse. Since
the Glory coin in Church game will be the main currency of exchange in the Gloco
metaverse, participants that are bullish on the Gloco metaverse will be further
incentivized to play Church Game. So Church Game will not only become its own
ecosystem but also will fund what will happen with the Gloco metaverse.

Gloco Metaverse
The Gloco metaverse will be written using the Unreal 5 game engine. It will be a
hyper-realistic metaverse experience where Christian conferences, church meetings,
small group meetings, prayer meetings and marketplace interactions will all occur. There



might be cases where church plants start and exist purely in the metaverse. The Gloco
metaverse will be a powerful tool to complement existing churches and churches that
might spring up purely within the Gloco metaverse.

The main currency of exchange in the Gloco metaverse will be Glory coin, which will
already have gained some traction from Church Game. The rollout of Church Game and
the Gloco Metaverse will increase interaction in both ecosystems, as participants in
Church game will be able to acquire Glory coin, which can be used for further utility in the
Gloco metaverse.

The Gloco metaverse will be its own world where commerce will be allowed to occur.
Christian marketplace leaders will be able to meet for conference meetings and business
meetings in the Gloco metaverse.

As in any metaverse, there will be a downtown experience where the prime real estate
will occur. This downtown area is where all Gloco avatars will spawn to.

Once the play to earn game has reached a level of maturity, we will also hold real estate
sales for prime real estate within the downtown and main areas of the Gloco metaverse.

Marketing
Marketing will occur initially on YouTube, Twitter and Discord. We will expand to other
venues if we see the potential. There are many YT influencers in the Christian and crypto
space for which we can use as marketing venues.

Future Partnerships with Christian television networks and Megachurches
Over time, Gloco plans to partner with all major Christian television networks, ministries
and churches, including Trinity Broadcasting Network, Daystar Television, Hillsong
Church, Elevation Church, The Potter’s House, Transformation Church, Bethel Church and
YWAM, among many other influences.

Gloco Outreach
As the Gloco metaverse grows and becomes more mainstream within the church and
also within society, it can become a powerful tool for outreach. Gloco’s goal is not to be
preachy about the Christian faith. However, as the Gloco ecosystem becomes a giant in



its own right in terms of not only church interaction but a viable marketplace, people from
all backgrounds, faiths and beliefs will be incentivized to participate in the Gloco
ecosystem to make profit, expand businesses, speculate on NFT’s, socialize and build
community. All of these interactions will allow people of all backgrounds to see that the
Christian faith is dynamic, engaging and relevant to a modern day context. Gloco will also
be a powerful form of Christian engagement with youth and millennial/Gen-Z young
adults who are becoming more and more involved with cryptocurrencies and metaverse
interactions.

Inter-denominational Church Interaction + Large-Scale Projects
Unity within the church across denominations has always been a complex and nebulous
issue. What does unity actually look like practically, beyond being a Christian buzzword?

The Gloco metaverse could be one of the possible answers to this question, as a vehicle
to bring churches together in a way that has never been seen before. The Gloco
metaverse can become a communication and collaboration super-highway between
various ministries across denominational and international lines. Major pastors and
churches will be able to meet one another in the Gloco metaverse, plan conferences,
co-author books, hold prayer meetings and communicate with one another at a personal
level in an interactive virtual space in a way that would not be possible or tediously slow
with current mediums of communication.

Here is a hypothetical example. The Great Commission is to have the gospel preached in
every tribe and tongue, especially unreached people groups. What if people from
unreached people groups jumped onto the Gloco metaverse, started interacting with
leaders from Zondervan publishing and began translation projects for their native
language?

Doing this sort of interaction via email, phone or zoom would be slow and result in all
sorts of communication red tape. All of that could be done away within a metaverse
context, where leaders from largely unreached people groups could work with pastors,
theologians and Christian publishers on a personal level in an interactive virtual space,
streamlining the entire process. Much of the translation work might be able to take place
within the Gloco metaverse itself.


